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 David Myatt, David Copeland and BN Village

David Myatt and David Copeland were linked through David Myatt's 'National Socialist Movement'.

David Myatt published a manual on how to construct nail-bombs and Copeland went on to murder and maim scores
of people in three bomb attacks using er............nailbombs.

http://www.declarepeace.org.uk/capta...site/nazi.html

David Myatt is now pretending to be a Muslim and is quoted as saying that suicide bombs are "lawful and justified".

David Myatt has been boasting recently about his connections with MI5.

David Myatt has also been linked to a scam to set up fake afro-caribbean web forums, for the purpose of ID theft
and
to encourage racial tension. See:

http://truthisgolden.wordpress.com

Last edited by Glenoble; 10-21-2010 at 09:57 AM.
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 Warning About ID Theft

Just a quick warning about the David Myatt hate sites. I have had my computer hacked when I visiting these sites. If
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you want to check Myatt's hate material Google the 'Way Back Machine' or use a public computer.
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 Warning About ID Theft

Just a quick warning about the David Myatt hate sites. I have had my computer hacked when I visited these sites. If
you want to check Myatt's hate material Google the 'Way Back Machine' or use a public computer.
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 Warning About Myatt stalker

This anonymous poster - this Myatt stalker - has been flooding forums, world-wide, with his anti-Myatt rants and lies
for over three years.

In addition, this person - with his fanatical obsession with and hatred of Myatt - has so far set up around a dozen
blogs to peddle his malicious lies and allegations, some of which blogs have been shut down due to their libellous
nature.

Two very interesting facts about this Myatt stalker are:

(1) He has never answered one simple question about Myatt - which is: is or was Myatt a covert MI5 operative? Why has
he never answered this vital question?

(2) This anonymous poster has never once dared to post his allegations and lies about Myatt on the Islamic
Awakening forum where Myatt's Muslim friends could tell the stalker what they think of him, and where he could
engage in debate with Myatt himself. Why has this stalker never dared post his allegations and lies on this Muslim forum?
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1) David Myatt is a police informer. Now what?

If you write a manual on making nailbombs, encourage a stupid kid to plant them and kill an unborn child and its
mother, does being employed by MI5 make that morally right?

David Myatt is a weak little coward.

The fact that you cannot understand peoples' moral disgust at Myatt's calls for bloodshed and the subsequent
murders of innocent people, clearly demonstrates your own moral degeneracy Raffy.
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2) I have tried to join Islamic Awakening on a few occasions, but never receive an email to register the account.
Myatt knows that his position is indefensible and has chickened out as usual.

David Myatt has said that suicide bombing is 'lawful and justified' on his Islamic website. He is a murderer. Am I
making myself clear Raffy?

IF YOU ARE GOING TO GET THE POLICE TO KICK MY DOOR IN FOR TELLING THE TRUTH, MAKE YOUR MOVE QUICKLY.
http://www.rinf.com/forum/images/smilies/smile.gif
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Quote:

Originally Posted by Glenoble 
Just a quick warning about the David Myatt hate sites. I have had my computer hacked when I visiting these sites.

Nice try, not.

Why don't you give us details of this so-called "hacking" attempt? Like the URL of the site, and how *you*
determined you'd been hacked.
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Quote:

Originally Posted by Glenoble 
David Myatt is a weak little coward.

That's good, coming from someone anonymously making malicious allegations!

You're simply - it seems to me - projecting your own inadequate cowardly personality onto someone you've never
met whom you're obviously obsessed with, given you hundreds of rants about Myatt spanning three years and the
dozens of anti-Myatt blogs you've set up.

What, exactly, have you done, in your life? You who has been making anonymously malicious allegations against
someone for years?

Plus, you've never, ever, answered the question - is or was Myatt a covert operative for MI5? YES or NO?

That you have failed for over three years to give a simple answer to this simple question is interesting.

Quote:
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Originally Posted by Glenoble 
2) I have tried to join Islamic Awakening on a few occasions, but never receive an email to register the account

A blatant lie to hide your own failure to confront Myatt and his Muslim brothers directly on a Muslim forum.

Hey - I registered there today, with no problems!

Quote:

Originally Posted by Glenoble 
IF YOU ARE GOING TO GET THE POLICE TO KICK MY DOOR IN FOR TELLING THE TRUTH, MAKE YOUR MOVE
QUICKLY.

Why, are you planning to move? 

But I think the above shouting from the Myatt stalker says it all really, doesn't it, folks?
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 More details about David Myatt

For those interested in a reasonable overview of David Myatt, check out the Wikipedia entry concerning him, which
uses verifiable and credible references, and which is at

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Abdul-Aziz_ibn_Myatt

Here's a link to a recent reposting (yesterday) of a Myatt article by some English Muslim brothers -

https://theislamicstandard.wordpress...azi-to-muslim/

Here's David Myatt's most recent posting on the Islamic Awakening forum, which the Myatt stalker might like to reply
to -

http://forums.islamicawakening.com/f...y-islam-38476/

Or, perhaps the Myatt stalker - the MOAC (the Myatt Obsessed Anonymous Coward) - might like to start a new
thread on the Islamic Awakening forum about Myatt?

No, I didn't think so.
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Quote:
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Originally Posted by Glenoble 
David Myatt is a weak little coward.

In your delusions.

Now, here are some verified facts about Myatt's life - mostly taken from the Wikipedia article about him.

acted as Jordan's bodyguard at meetings and rallies

imprisoned twice for violent offenses

recruited and trained by the clandestine NATO stay-behind paramilitary group Column 88

the founder and first leader of the National Socialist Movement of which David Copeland was a member

founded the neo-Nazi organization the NDFM (National Democratic Freedom Movement) which was active
in Leeds, England, in the early 1970s and of which John Tyndall (the founder of the BNP) wrote: " The
National Democratic Freedom Movement...concentrated its activities mainly upon acts of violence against
its opponents. Before very long the NDFM had degenerated into nothing more than a criminal gang."

arrested by the Yorkshire Regional Crime Squad, and later convicted of running, in Leeds, a "criminal
gang."

took over the leadership of Combat 18 when Charlie Sargent, the previous leader, was jailed for
murder...

Now, that's an active, violent, life - which includes several leadership positions of violent groups, and which life is
redolent of his real character.

So, seems to me you're prolly just jealous of his active life, and so project your own failings, your own character, onto
him to make yourself feel better.

For you're the coward - making accusations anonymously, year after year, and afraid to post on the Islamic
Awakening forum where you know people will come to Myatt's defense and expose your lies.

For - just who are you? What have you done with your life? Apart from anonymously posting malicious allegations by
means of the Internet?

Last edited by raffy13; Yesterday at 09:59 PM.
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Quote:

Originally Posted by Glenoble 
David Myatt is now pretending to be a Muslim

Myatt's conversion is accepted as genuine by leading academics such as Robert S. Wistrich (Professor of European
and Jewish history at the Hebrew University of Jerusalem) and by well-known writers such as Martin Amis.
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Myatt's conversion is also accepted by Muslims.

So, your personal opinion about the matter has no basis in fact, and just reveals your own bias.

Quote:

Originally Posted by Glenoble 
David Myatt has been boasting recently about his connections with MI5.

Where? Myatt has never made any such statement.

Yet again you make grandiose statements (aka malicious allegations) which have no basis in fact.

Quote:

Originally Posted by Glenoble 
David Myatt has also been linked to a scam to set up fake afro-caribbean web forums,

Only in your fantasy...

You give a link to a long discredited diatribe (by you) where you cite only your own allegations which you first made
years ago.

The simple truth is that you posed as Anton Long on message forums and posted various messages, and then you
suddenly "discover" these messages and anonymously announce on dozens of other forums, and on your
anonymous anti-Myatt blogs, that they are "proof" of Anton Long making "threats", and of ID theft, or whatever, blah
blah blah

You then blandly - without any evidence whatsoever - assert that Long is Myatt so that it's Myatt who's made these
threats, or whatever, blah blah

FYI, no one has ever proved any credible evidence - or even any evidence at all - that Myatt is Anton Long. Indeed,
what evidence there is, points the other way, as at

http://magemyatt.wordpress.com/2009/...nd-anton-long/

Furthermore, you never, ever, give details of these so-called ID thefts, or "hacking" attempts - you just simply make
up big lies (which you've repeated hundreds of times over several years) and hope others will believe them.

For those interested, archives of some of the past posts of this stalker are available at

http://madmagemyatt.wordpress.com/20...alker-archive/
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